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Abstract 

Peer feedback literacy is becoming increasingly important in higher education as peer 
feedback has substantially grown as a pedagogical approach. However, quality of pro-
duced feedback, a key behavioral aspect of peer feedback literacy, lacks a systematic 
and evidence-based conceptualization to guide research, instruction, and system 
design. We introduce a novel framework involving six conceptual dimensions of peer 
feedback quality that can be measured and supported in online peer feedback 
contexts: reviewing process, rating accuracy, feedback amount, perceived comment 
quality, actual comment quality, and feedback content. We then test the underlying 
dimensionality of student competencies through correlational analysis, Multidimen-
sional Scaling, and cluster analysis, using data from 844 students engaged in online 
peer feedback in a university-level course. The separability of the conceptual dimen-
sions is largely supported in the cluster analysis. However, the cluster analysis also sug-
gests restructuring perceived and actual comment quality in terms of initial impact 
and ultimate impact. The Multi-Dimensional Scaling suggests the dimensions of peer 
feedback can be conceptualized in terms of relative emphasis on expertise vs. effort 
and on overall review quality vs. individual comment quality. The findings provide 
a new road map for meta-analyses, empirical studies, and system design work focused 
on peer feedback literacy.
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Introduction
Peer review, as a student-centered pedagogical approach, has become widely used in 
higher education (Gao et al., 2023; Kerman et al., 2024). In recent years, higher educa-
tion research has begun to investigate peer feedback literacy (Dawson et al., 2023; Little 
et al., 2024; Nieminen & Carless, 2023). Peer feedback literacy refers to the capacity to 
comprehend, interpret, provide, and effectively utilize feedback in a peer review con-
text (Dong et al., 2023; Man et al., 2022; Sutton, 2012). It supports learning processes by 
fostering critical thinking, enhancing interpersonal skills, and promoting active engage-
ment in course groupwork (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). To date, conceptualizations of 
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peer feedback literacy have primarily been informed by interview and survey data (e.g., 
Dong et al., 2023; Woitt et al., 2023; Zhan, 2022). These methods have provided valu-
able insights into learners’ knowledge of and attitudes towards peer feedback. How-
ever, they have not generally examined the behavioral aspect of peer feedback literacy, 
especially the quality of the feedback that students with high feedback literacy produce 
(Gielen et al., 2010). Knowledge and attitudes to not always translate into effective action 
(Becheikh et al., 2010; Huberman, 1990), and the quality of feedback that students actu-
ally produce play an important role in their learning from the process (Lu et al., 2023; 
Topping, 2023; Zheng et al., 2020; Zong et al., 2021a, b).

In order to make progress on behavioral indicators of peer feedback literacy, it is 
important to recognize a lack of agreement in the literature in defining the key aspects 
of “quality” of peer feedback. In fact, collectively, a large number of different conceptual-
izations and measures have been explored (Jin et al., 2022; Noroozi et al., 2022; Patchan 
et  al., 2018; Tan & Chen, 2022), and their interrelationships have not been examined. 
Further, much of the literature to date  has investigated peer feedback quality at the level 
of individual comments and ratings. Individual comments and ratings can be driven by 
characteristics of the object being studied, moment-to-moment fluctuations in attention 
and motivation, as well as feedback literacy of the reviewer. To understand the dimen-
sionality of feedback literacy, investigations of reviewing quality must be conducted at 
the level of reviewers, not individual comments. For example, specific comment choices 
may have weak or even negative relationships based upon alternative structures (i.e., a 
reviewer might choose between two commenting strategies in a given comment), but 
at the individual level (as a reviewer) the same elements might be positively correlated 
reflecting more general attitudes or skills.

Integrating across many prior conceptualizations and empirical investigations, we 
propose a new conceptual framework that broadly encompasses many dimensions 
of reviewing quality. We then present an empirical investigation using multidimen-
sional scaling and cluster analysis of the dimensionality of peer reviewing quality at the 
reviewer level (i.e., the behavioral component of peer feedback literacy), utilizing a large 
peer review dataset in a university-level course.

Literature review
While most studies of peer reviewing quality have tended to focus on one or two specific 
measures, a few authors considered peer reviewing quality more broadly. In building a 
tool for university computer science courses that automatically evaluates peer feedback 
quality, Ramachandran et  al. (2017) proposed conceptualizing peer feedback quality 
in terms of six specific measures such as whether the feedback is aligned to the rubric 
dimensions, whether the feedback has a balanced tone, and whether the feedback was 
copied from another review. Since their focus was on tool building, they did not con-
sider the dimensionality of the specific measures.

More recently, Zhang and Schunn (2023) proposed a five-dimensional conceptual 
framework for assessing the quality of peer reviews: accuracy, amount, impact, features, 
and content. The larger framework was not tested, and only a few specific measures 
were studied in university biology courses. Using a broader literature review, here we 
expand and refine this framework to include six dimensions: reviewing process, rating 
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accuracy, amount, perceived comment quality, actual comment quality, and feedback 
content (see Table 1).

The first dimension, reviewing process, pertains to varying methods students use 
while reviewing, significantly affecting feedback quality. This includes aspects like time 
devoted to reviewing or use of drafting of comments. Studies conducted in a lab and on 
MOOCs found a positive correlation between efficient time management and improved 
review accuracy (Piech et  al., 2013; Smith & Ratcliff, 2004). However, such easily-col-
lected process measures may not accurately represent effective processes. For instance, 
time logged in an online system may not reflect actual working time. Indeed, another 
study found that spending slightly below-average time reviewing correlated with higher 
reliability (Piech et al., 2013). To address this concern, Xiong and Schunn (2021) focused 

Table 1 Six dimensions of the reviewing quality, their indicators, and example references

Quality Dimension Indicators Example References

Reviewing process Not a late review Xiong & Schunn, 2021

Not a speeded review

# of revisions to comments

Rating accuracy Expert agreement

Peer agreement

Expert consistency/Validity Tong et al., 2023

Peer consistency/Intra-rater reliability Zhang et al., 2020

Amount # Reviews Zou et al., 2018

# Comments Tan & Chen, 2022

# of long comments (> 50 words) Patchan et al., 2018

% long comments (> 50 words) Zong et al., 2021b

Total/mean length of comments Howard et al., 2010

Perceived comment quality Feelings of comfort when evaluated Raes et al., 2013

Understanding comments Nelson & Schunn, 2009

Agreement with comments Cheng & Hou, 2015

Perceived comment helpfulness Rietsche et al., 2022

Willingness to improve Huisman et al., 2018

Actual comment quality Implementable Cui et al., 2021

Processed Wichmann et al., 2018

Identification Wu & Schunn, 2021b

Explanation Leijen, 2017

Suggestion/Solution Cheng & Hou, 2015

Evaluation

Summary van den Bos & Tan, 2019

Localization Patchan et al., 2018

Mitigating language Wu & Schunn, 2020a

Balanced tone Ramachandran et al., 2017

Feedback content Review relevance to rubric Darvishi et al., 2022

Review coverage of a submission Ramachandran et al., 2017

Address important issues in document Gao et al., 2019

Global problems or solutions Patchan et al., 2018

Focused on higher-order writing issues Gao et al., 2019

Not plagiarized Ramachandran et al., 2017

# peers referred to the same problems Leijen, 2017
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on whether reviews were completed in extremely short durations (< 10 min) instead of 
measuring the total time spent on a review. Similarly, numerous revisions while com-
pleting a review could signify confusion rather than good process. Methods like eye-
tracking (Bolzer et  al., 2015) or think-aloud techniques (Wolfe, 2005) could provide 
additional measures related to peer reviewing processes.

The second dimension, rating accuracy, focuses on peer assessment and the align-
ment between a reviewers’ ratings and a document’s true quality. True document qual-
ity is ideally determined by expert ratings, but sometimes, more indirect measures like 
instructor or mean multi-peer ratings are used. Across varied terms like error, validity, 
or accuracy, the alignment of peer ratings with document quality is typically quantified 
either by measuring agreement (i.e., distance from expert ratings—Li et al., 2016; Xiong 
& Schunn, 2021) or by measuring evaluator consistency (i.e., having similar rating pat-
terns across document and dimension—Schunn  et al., 2016; Tong et  al., 2023; Zhang 
et al., 2020). Past studies typically focused on specific indicators without examining their 
interrelations or their relationship with other dimensions of peer reviewing quality.

The third dimension, amount, can pertain to one peer feedback component (i.e., the 
number or length of comments in a review) or broadly to peer review (i.e., the number 
of reviews completed). Conceptually, this dimension may be especially driven by moti-
vation levels and attitudes towards peer feedback, but the amount produced can also 
reflect understanding and expertise (Zong et al., 2022). Within amount, a distinction has 
been made between frequency—defined by the number of provided comments or com-
pleted reviews as a kind of behavioral engagement (Zong et al., 2021b; Zou et al., 2018)—
and comment length, indicating cognitive engagement and learning value (Zong et al., 
2021a). While comment length logically correlates with quality dimensions focused on 
the contents of a comment (i.e., adding explanations or potential solutions increases 
length), its associations with many other dimensions, like accuracy in ratings, reviewing 
process, or feedback content, remain unexplored.

The fourth dimension, perceived comment quality, focuses on various aspects of com-
ments from the feedback recipient’s perspective; peer feedback is a form of communica-
tion, and recipients are well positioned to judge communication quality. This dimension 
may focus on the initial processing of the comment (e.g., was it understandable?; Nelson 
& Schunn, 2009) or its ultimate impact (e.g., was it accepted? was it helpful for revi-
sion? did the recipient learn something?; Huisman et al., 2018), typically measured using 
Likert scales. Modern online peer feedback systems used in university contexts often 
incorporate a step where feedback recipients rate the received feedback’s helpfulness 
(Misiejuk & Wasson, 2021). However, little research has explored the relation between 
perceived comment quality and other reviewing quality dimensions, especially at the 
grain size of a reviewer (e.g., do reviewers whose comments are seen as helpful tend 
to put more effort into reviewing, produce more accurate ratings, or focus on critical 
aspects of the document?).

The fifth dimension, actual comment quality, revolves around the comment’s objec-
tive impact (e.g., is it implementable or what is processed by the reviewer?) or con-
crete, structural elements influencing its impact (e.g., does it provide a solution, is 
the tone balanced, does it explain the problem?). This impact, or feedback uptake 
(Wichmann et al., 2018), typically pertains to the comment’s utilization in revisions 
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(Wu & Schunn, 2021b). However, as comments might be ignored for reasons unre-
lated to their comment content (Wichmann et  al., 2018), some studies focus upon 
potential impact (Cui et  al., 2021; Leijen, 2017; Liu & Sadler, 2003; Wu & Schunn, 
2023). Another approach examines comment features likely to influence their impact, 
like the inclusion of explanations, suggestions, or praise (Lu et al., 2023; Tan & Chen, 
2022; Tan et al., 2023; Wu & Schunn, 2021a). Most studies on actual comment qual-
ity have explored how students utilize received feedback (van den Bos & Tan, 2019; 
Wichmann et al., 2018; Wu & Schunn, 2023), with much less attention  given to how 
actual comment quality is related to other dimensions of feedback quality, particu-
larly at the level of feedback providers (e.g., do reviewers who provide more explana-
tions give more accurate ratings?).

The last dimension, feedback content, shifts from the structure of the comment (e.g., 
was it said in a useful way?) to the semantic topic of the content (i.e., was the comment 
about the right content?). Content dimensions explored thus far include whether the 
review comments were aligned with the rubric provided by the instructor (Ramachan-
dran et  al., 2017), whether they covered the whole object being reviewed (Ramachan-
dran et al., 2017), whether they attend to the most problematic issues in the document 
from an expert perspective (e.g., Gao et al., 2019), whether they focused on pervasive/
global issues (Patchan et al., 2018) or higher-order writing issues (van den Bos & Tan, 
2019) rather than sentence level issues, whether the comments were self-plagiarized or 
copied from other reviewers (Ramachandran et al., 2017), or whether multiple peers also 
referred to these same issues (Leijen, 2017), which indicates that many readers find it 
problematic. It is entirely possible that reviewers give many well-structured comments 
but generally avoid addressing the most central or challenging issues in a document per-
haps because those require more work or intellectual risk (Gao et al., 2019). It could be 
argued that high peer feedback literacy involves staying focused on critical issues. How-
ever, it is unknown whether reviewers who tend to give well-structured comments when 
provided a focused rubric tend to give more accurate ratings or address critical issues in 
the documents they are reviewing.

The present study

In the current study, we seek to expand upon existing research on peer reviewing quality 
by examining its multidimensional structure, at the reviewer level, in essence developing 
behavioral dimensions of peer review literacy. This exploration is critical for theoreti-
cal and practical reasons: the dimensionality of peer reviewing quality is foundational to 
conceptualizations of peer feedback literacy, sampling plans for studies of peer feedback 
literacy, and interventions designed to improve peer feedback literacy.

To make it possible to study many dimensions and specific measures of peer feedback 
quality at once, we leverage an existing dataset involving a university-level course in 
which different studies have collectively developed measures and data for a wide range 
of reviewing quality constructs. We further add a few measures that can be efficiently 
added using mathematical formulas. As a result, we are able to study five of the six 
dimensions (all but feedback content) and specifically eighteen specific measures. Our 
primary research question is: What is the interrelationship among different dimensions 
and measures of peer reviewing quality at the reviewer level? Specifically, we postulate 
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that the five dimensions—reviewing process, rating accuracy, amount of feedback, per-
ceived comment quality, and actual comment quality—are interconnected in strong 
ways within a dimension and in relatively weaker ways across dimensions.

Method
Participants

Participants were 844  students enrolled in an Advanced Placement course in writing at 
nine secondary schools distributed across the United States. Participants were predomi-
nately female (59%; 4% did not report gender) and Caucasian (55%), followed by Asian 
(12%), African American (7%), and Hispanic/Latino (7%; 19% did not report their eth-
nicity). The mean age was 17 years (SD = 1.8).

The Advanced Placement (AP) course is a higher education course aimed for advanced 
high school students who are ready for instruction at the higher education level, similar 
to cases in which advanced high school students attend a course at a local university. 
This course is typically taken by students who are only 1 year younger than first-year 
university students, the point at which this specific course is normally taken, and by stu-
dents who are especially likely to go on to university and wanting to be able to get credit 
for university-level courses to reduce their university degree time and costs. Since stu-
dent enrollment in higher education and studies of their behavior focus on their general 
level of proficiency rather than age, students in this course should be thought of as more 
similar to entry-level university students than they are to general high school students. 
Further, the course is designed and regulated by a national organization, the College 
Board, to be entirely equivalent to a university course in content and grading.

The AP English Language and Composition course focuses on argument and rhetori-
cal elements of writing, equivalent to the first-writing course that is required at most 
universities in the US (College Board, 2021). For a study on peer feedback within this 
course context, students from a school were taught by the same teacher, interacting 
online for peer feedback activities. Nine eligible teachers with experience in teaching 
this AP course were recruited. The selected teachers met the following eligibility criteria: 
1) they had previously taught the course; 2) they were teaching at least two sections of 
the course during the study period; 3) they agreed to participate in training on effective 
use of the online peer feedback approach and study requirements; 4) they were willing 
to assign a specific writing assignment to students and require peer feedback on that 
assignment using the online system; and 5) they collectively represented a diverse range 
of regions in the US and student demographics.

Materials

All data were collected via an online peer-reviewing system, Peerceptiv (https:// peerc 
eptiv. com; Schunn, 2016), a system predominantly used at the university level (Yu & 
Schunn, 2023). The system provided access to data organized by research ids to protect 
student privacy, and the Human Research Protection Office at the University of Pitts-
burgh approved research on this data.

The task involved analyzing rhetorical strategies in a provided persuasive essay, with 
the specific prompt  from a prior year’s end-of-year test. Students needed to: 1) submit 
their own document using a pseudonym; 2) review at least four randomly-assigned peer 

https://peerceptiv.com
https://peerceptiv.com
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documents and rate document quality using seven 7-point rubrics, along with providing 
comments supported by seven corresponding comment prompts; 3) back-evaluate the 
helpfulness of received comments using a 5-point scale; and 4) submit a revised docu-
ment. Half the students used an experimental version of the system that necessitated the 
use of a revision planning tool to indicate which received comments would be imple-
mented in the revision and their priority, on a 3-point scale.

Measures of reviewing quality

This study examined 18 measures of peer reviewing quality in five categories (see 
Table  2), utilizing both simple mathematics calculations (like mean rating and word 
count) and labor-intensive hand-coding for comment content analysis. The hand-coding 
was aggregated from four prior studies (Wu & Schunn, 2020a, b, 2021a, b). This analy-
sis introduces new elements: novel measures (priority, agreement measures, number of 
features), integration of measures not previously examined together, and an analysis of 
the data aggregated to the reviewer-level data. The detailed hand coding processes are 
described in the prior publications. Here we give brief summaries of the measures and 
their coding reliabilities.

The amount and mean perceived comment quality measures were directly calculated 
by computer from the raw data. All the remaining measures involving data coded by a 
trained pool of four undergraduate research assistants and six writing experts (all with 
years of experience teaching writing and familiarity with specific writing assignment and 
associated reviewing rubrics used in the study). A given measure involved either under-
graduate assistants or expertise depending upon the level of expertise required. Artifacts 
were coded by two individuals to assess reliability; discrepancies were resolved through 
discussion to improve data quality. Coding on each dimension for both research assis-
tants and experts involved a training phase in which coders iteratively coded a subset of 
artifacts and discussed discrepancies/revised coding manuals until acceptable levels of 
reliability were obtained.

Before all hand-coding procedures, comments were segmented by idea units by a 
research assistant if a given textbox included comments about two or more different 
issues, resulting in 24,816 comments. Then, given the focus of the writing assignment 
on learning complex elements of writing, comments about low-level writing issues (i.e., 
typos, spelling, grammar) were excluded from further coding and data analysis, resulting 
in 20,912 high-level comments.

Reviewing process

The duration of the review process was determined by the recorded time inter-
val between the point at which a document assigned for review was downloaded and 
the point at which the completed review was submitted. Reviews completed within a 
duration of less than 10  min were likely expedited, given the need to attend to seven 
dimensions, even for the expert evaluators (Xiong & Schunn, 2021). Here we used the 
converse, Not speeded, to refer to positive feedback quality.
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Table 2 Specific feedback quality measures within each of the five dimensions, including definition, 
the basis of the data, and data source if derived from prior studies

Dimension Measure Definition Basis Data Source

Reviewing process Not speeded The percentage of nor-
mal minutes (> 10 min) 
between requesting a 
paper for review and 
submitting the review

Computer Xiong & Schunn, 2021

Rating accuracy Expert agreement Mean agreement with 
expert ratings across 
rating dimensions & 
documents

Hand Wu and Schunn (2021a)

Peer agreement Mean agreement with 
mean peer ratings across 
rating dimensions & 
documents

Computer

Expert consistency Linear correlation with 
expert ratings across 
rating dimensions & 
documents

Hand

Peer consistency Linear correlation with 
mean peer ratings across 
rating dimensions & 
documents

Computer

Amount #Comments Mean number of com-
ments per review

Computer

#Reviews Total number of docu-
ments reviewed

Computer

%Long comments The percentage of 
comments that are long 
(#words > 50)

Computer

Perceived comment 
quality

Helpfulness Mean helpfulness rating 
given to provided com-
ments

Computer

Priority Mean priority for revision 
given to provided com-
ments

Computer

Actual comment quality %Implementable The percentage of com-
ments that can be incor-
porated in a revision

Hand Wu and Schunn (2021b)

%Implemented The percentage of 
comments that were 
addressed in the submit-
ted revision

Hand Wu and Schunn (2020a)

Improvement Mean expected impact 
of addressing each com-
ment (2 = large, 1 = small, 
0 = none)

Hand Wu and Schunn (2020b)

%Solutions The percentage of 
provided comments that 
include a specific bit of 
replacement text

Hand Wu and Schunn (2020a)

%Suggestions The percentage of 
provided comments that 
include general revision 
advice but not a solution

Hand

%Identifications The percentage of 
provided comments 
that describe what is 
problematic

Hand
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Rating accuracy

As a reminder, both students and experts rated the quality of the documents submitted 
for peer review based on seven 1-to-7 scales. Accuracy was separately defined in terms 
of both rating agreement and rating consistency (Tong et al., 2023; Xiong & Schunn, 
2021) and in regard to the standard of expert judgments and mean peer judgments. 
Expert judgments are considered the gold standard of validity, but mean peer judg-
ments are often the only available standard in studies with very large datasets. In prac-
tice, expert ratings and mean peer ratings are often highly correlated (Li et al., 2016).

Expert agreement was calculated as the negative sum absolute value of the dif-
ference between the true document quality (assessed by the trained experts; 
kappa = 0.73) and each reviewer’s judgment of the document quality across the seven 
dimensions and documents. The peer agreement was calculated in the same way but 
used the mean ratings across the peers rather than the expert judgments. The nega-
tion was applied to the absolute error to create an accuracy measurement in which 
higher values indicated higher accuracy. A constant of 42 (maximum difference 6 * 7 
dimensions) was added to minus the absolute error to make most values sit between 0 
and 42, with 42 reflecting high accuracy.

The expert consistency was calculated as the linear correlation between true docu-
ment quality (assessed by the trained experts) and each reviewer’s judgment of docu-
ment quality across the seven dimensions. The peer consistency was calculated in the 
same way, but again using mean ratings across the peers instead of expert ratings. Values 
logically could vary between -1 and 1 (though rarely were valued negatively), with higher 
consistency values indicating higher accuracy.

Amount

Students were assigned a fixed number of documents to review but sometimes did not 
complete all the required reviews and sometimes completed extra reviews. Within a 
review, students had to give at least one comment for each of the seven dimensions, but 
they could give more than one comment for each dimension, and there was no required 
minimum or maximum length for a given comment. As a result, students could provide 
one or several comments, each consisting of a single word or several paragraphs. Prior 
research on peer feedback has found that comments involving more than 50 words typi-
cally include useful information for receivers (Wu & Schunn, 2020a) and tend to produce 
more learning for comment providers (Zong et al., 2022). Also, there may be a tradeoff 
in that students could submit fewer longer comments or more total comments. Thus, we 

Table 2 (continued)

Dimension Measure Definition Basis Data Source

%Explanations The percentage of 
provided comments that 
give an explanation for a 
problem

Hand

#Features The mean number of 
features in a comment 
(ident., expl., solu., sugg.)

Hand
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also calculated the percentage of long comments: the total number of long comments 
(i.e., having more than 50 words) divided by the total number of comments. To capture 
the three main ways in which amount varied, we included the number of reviews com-
pleted for the peer assessment task (#Reviews), the mean number of comments (#Com-
ments), the percentage of long comments (%Long comments).

Perceived comment quality

All students were required to judge the helpfulness of the comments they received on 
a 1-to-5 scale, and students using the experimental revision planning interface had to 
select the priority with which they would implement each comment on a 1-to-3 scale. 
Both sources of data address perceived comment quality, with one involving a mixture of 
the value of comments for revision and for learning, and the other focusing exclusively 
on whether comments were useful for revision. Thus, two measures were created, one 
based on mean comment helpfulness and the other based on mean comment implemen-
tation priority.

Actual comment quality

The measures of actual comment quality were based upon hand-coding by the experts 
and trained research assistants. The first approach to actual comment quality focused on 
the usefulness of the comments. The experts coded feedback in terms of implementation 
in three ways: implementable (Kappa = 0.92), implemented (Kappa = 0.76) and improve-
ment (Kappa = 0.69). Implementable (N = 14,793) refers to whether the comments could 
be addressed in a revision (i.e., was not pure praise or just a summary of the author’s 
work). By contrast, implemented refers to whether the comment was incorporated in the 
submitted document revision: a change in the document was made that could be related 
to the provided comment (N = 11,252). Non implementable comments were coded, by 
definition, as not implemented.

The improvement value of comments was coded by the experts for how much the com-
ment could improve document quality (N = 1,758; kappa = 0.69). The two points were 
given when addressing a comment would measurably improve the document’s quality 
on the given rubrics (e.g., moving from a 5 to a 7 on a scale). One point was awarded 
when addressing a comment could improve document quality in terms of the under-
lying rubric dimensions, but not by enough to be a measurable change on the 7-point 
rubric scale. No points were given when addressing a comment would not improve doc-
ument quality, would make the document worse, or would involve both improvements 
and declines (Wu & Schunn, 2020b). Improvement was only coded for implementable 
comments.

Another approach to actual comment quality focused on specific feedback features 
that typically are helpful for revision or learning (Jin et al., 2022; Tan & Chen, 2022; Wu 
& Schunn, 2020a). Research assistants coded the comments for whether they provided 
a specific solution (Kappa = 0.76), gave a more general suggestion for how to address 
the problem but not an exact solution (Kappa = 0.79), explicitly identified the problem 
(Kappa = 0.81) and explained the problem (Kappa = 0.80). Separate measures were cre-
ated for each feature, calculated as the percentage of comments having each feature. 
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There was also an aggregate features measure, calculated as the mean number of features 
contained in each comment (#Features).

Data analysis

Table  4 in Appendix shows the descriptive information for all the measures of peer 
reviewing quality at the reviewer level. Because of the different data sources, Ns varied 
substantially across measures. In addition, some of the measures tended to have rela-
tively high means with negative skews, like # of reviews, rating agreement and rating 
accuracy measures, and helpfulness. Other measures had low means and positive skews, 
like the specific comment features, %implemented, and mean improvement.

The peer reviewing measures were first analyzed for reliability across reviews. Con-
ceptually, this analysis examines whether reviewers tended to give reviews of similar 
quality on a given measure across the reviews they completed on an assignment. It is 
possible that the reviewing quality was heavily influenced by characteristics of the object 
being reviewed (e.g., it is easier to include solutions for weaker documents), and thus 
not a measure of peer feedback literacy. Other incidental factors such as order of the 
reviews or presence of a distraction could also have mattered, but those factors likely 
would influence the reliability of all the measures rather than just isolated measures.

Reliability was measured via an Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC). There are 
many forms of ICC. In terms of the McGraw and Wong (1996) framework, we used 
ICC(k), which represents the agreement reliability (meaning level of deviation from the 
same exact rating) across k ratings (typically 4 in our data) using a one-way random anal-
ysis, because each reviewer was given different documents to review from a larger popu-
lation of possible documents (Koo & Li, 2016). We used the Landis and Koch (1977) 
guidelines for interpreting the ICC values for the reliabilty of the measures: almost per-
fect for values above 0.80; substantial for values from 0.61 to 0.80; moderate for values of 
0.41 to 0.60; fair for values of 0.21 to 0.40; slight for values of 0.01 to 0.20, and poor for 
values less than 0.

Finally, to show the interrelationship among the variables, we conducted a three-step 
process of: 1) pairwise correlation among all measures with pairwise rather than listwise 
deletion given the high variability in measure Ns (see Figure 3 in Appendix for sample 
sizes); 2) multidimensional scaling (MDS) applied to the correlation data to visualize 
the relative proximity of the measures; and 3) a hierarchical cluster analysis applied to 
the results of the correlation matrix to extract conceptual clusters of measures. We con-
ducted the analyses in R: pairwise correlations using the “GGally” package, multidimen-
sional scaling using the “magrittr” package, and hierarchical clustering using the “stats” 
package. For the correlational analysis, we applied both linear and rank correlations 
since there were strong skews to some of the measures. The two approaches produced 
similar results. 

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a statistical technique employed to visualize and 
analyze similarities or dissimilarities among variables in a dataset (Carroll & Arabie, 
1998). While factor analysis is typically used to test or identify separable dimensions 
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among many specific measures, MDS provides a useful visualization of the interrelation-
ship of items, particularly when some items inherently straddle multiple dimensions. It 
also provides a useful visualization of the interrelationship of the dimensions rather than 
just of the items (Ding, 2006). The outcome of MDS is a “map” that represents these 
variables as points within a lower-dimensional space, typically two or three dimensions, 
while preserving the original distances between them as much as possible (Hout et al., 
2013). In the current study, we chose two dimensions based on a scree plot of the eigen-
values associated with each MDS dimension (see Figure  4 in Appendix)—two dimen-
sions offered a relatively good fit and is much easier to visualize. We expected measures 
within each conceptual dimension to sit close together on the MDS map.

Hierarchical cluster analysis, a general family of algorithms, is the dominant approach 
to grouping similar variables or data points based on their attributes or features 
(Murtagh & Contreras, 2017). It can accurately identify patterns within even small data-
sets (e.g., a 18*18 correlation matrix) since it leverages pairwise distances between all 
contributing measures. Further, it requires no assumptions about cluster shape, while 
other common algorithms like K-means assume that clusters are spherical and have 
similar sizes. However, we note that a K-means clustering algorithm produced similar 
clusters, so the findings are not heavily dependent upon the algorithm that was used. We 
expected to obtain the five clusters of dimensions as proposed in Table 2.

Results
We first focus on the reliability of each peer reviewing quality (defined by agreement 
in values across completed reviews). As shown by the blue cells along the main diago-
nal in Fig. 1, the measures #Comments, %Long comments, and %Suggestions showed 
perfect reliability [0.81, 0.95], and the rest of measures of peer reviewing quality, 
except Improvement, showed moderate to substantial reliability [0.48, 0.79]. Only the 
Improvement measure showed only a slight level of measure reliability across reviews. 
It is possible that Improvement is primarily driven by the document, perhaps because 
some documents have limited potential for improvement or that the scope for 
improvement relies heavily on the match between what the reviewer can perceive and 
the specific needs of the document. Taken together, all but one measures fell within 
the required range to be considered reliable, and the results involving the Improve-
ment measure may be inconsistent due to measurement noise.

The linear measure intercorrelation shown in Fig.  1 revealed that, except for Peer 
agreement, almost all measures were significantly and positively correlated with one 
another. Based on the patterns, one of the measures—%Long comment was removed 
from the amount dimension in the analyses that follow. Focusing on the rating accu-
racy measures, except for the correlations of Peer agreement with Expert consistency and 
Peer consistency with Expert agreement, all the correlations were positive and statisti-
cally significant. Further, the correlations with measures in other dimensions were often 
non-significant and always small: Peer agreement, Max out group = 0.18; Peer consistency, 
Max out group = 0.18; Expert Agreement, Max out group = 0.31; and Expert consistency, Max 

out group = 0.26. The largest cross-dimension correlations occurred for the two expert 
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accuracy measures with actual comment quality measures such as %Implementable and 
Improvement. The results supported treating these measures as one dimension, even 
though the intercorrelations within the dimensions are relatively weak.

Turning to the amount dimension, we again note that %Long Comments only had 
weak correlations with #Reviews and #Comments (r = 0.15 and r = 0.1) compared to 
the relationship between #Reviews and #Comments (r = 0.63). After removing %Long 
Comments from the amount dimension, the in-group correlation (r = 0.63) was much 
higher than the out-group correlations (#Reviews, Max out group = 0.14; #Comments, 
Max out group = 0.20). Thus, the support for treating amount involving #Review and 
#Comment as a dimension was strong.

The support for a perceived quality dimension, as originally defined, was weak. The 
two measures correlated with one another at only r = 0.22. Correlations with measures 
in the amount and accuracy dimensions were also weak, but correlations with actual 
quality measures were often moderate. The results suggest some reorganization of the 
perceived and actual comment quality dimensions may be required.

Finally, the eight measures in the actual comment quality dimension were gen-
erally highly correlated with one another. Compared with out-group correlations, 

Fig. 1 Measure reliability (diagonal cells and white font; / = NA) and linear inter-correlations (bold values for 
p < .05, and italic values for not significant values), organized by proposed peer feedback literacy dimension
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%Implementable (Min in group = 0.32 > Max out group = 0.31), %Implemented (Min in 

group = 0.41 > Max out group = 0.34), #Features (Min in group = 0.51 > Max out group = 0.39) and 
%Identifications (Min in group = 0.34 > Max out group = 0.25) were well nested in this group. 
However, some measures blurred somewhat with measures in the perceived comment 
quality dimension: Improvement (Min in group = 0.22 < Max out group = 0.28), %Solution 
(Min in group = 0.22 < Max out group = 0.28), %Suggestions (Min in group = 0.34 = Max out 

group = 0.34), %Explanations (Min in group = 0.34 < Max out group = 0.36). Overall, the cor-
relation results revealed some overlap with perceived comment quality, particularly for 
%Solutions.

Further, to better understand the similarities among these measures, MDS and hierar-
chical cluster analysis were conducted based on measure intercorrelation data. The MDS 
results are shown in Fig. 2. Conceptually, the y-axis shows reviewing quality measures 
reflecting effort near the bottom (e.g., #Reviews and #Comments) and reviewing quality 
measures reflecting expertise near the top (e.g., the rating accuracy group and Improve-
ment). By contrast, the x-axis involves review-level measures to the left and comment-
level measures to the right. This pattern within the intercorrelations of measures 
illustrates what can be learned from MDS but would be difficult to obtain from factor 
analysis.

The clustering algorithm produced five clusters, which are labeled and color-coded 
in Fig. 2. The five clusters were roughly similar to the originally hypothesized construct 
groups in Table  1, especially treating rating accuracy, amount, and reviewing process 
as distinct from each other and from perceived/actual comment quality. However, per-
ceived and actual comment quality did not separate as expected. In particular, %Long 
comments and %Solutions were clustered together with helpfulness and priority. We 
call this new dimension Initial Impact, reflecting comment recipients’ initial reac-
tions to feedback (without having to consider the feedback in light of the document). 
The remaining measures that were all proposed to be part of the actual comment qual-
ity dimension clustered together. We propose calling this dimension Ultimate Impact, 
reflecting their closer alignment with actual improvements and the aspects of comments 
are most likely to lead to successful revisions.

Fig. 2 A map of peer feedback literacy based upon MDS and cluster analysis
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General discussion
Understanding the fundamental structure of peer review literacy from a behavioral/
skills perspective, rather than a knowledge and attitudes perspective, was a funda-
mental goal of our study. With the support of online tools, peer feedback is becoming 
increasingly implemented in a wide range of educational levels, contexts, disciplines, 
course types, and student tasks. As a form of student-centered instruction, it has 
great potential to improve learning outcomes, but then also critically depends upon 
effective full participation by students in their reviewing roles. Thus, it is increasingly 
important to fully conceptualize and develop methods for studying and supporting 
peer feedback literacy.

Our proposed framework sought to build a coherent understanding of peer review-
ing quality in terms of six dimensions—reviewing process, rating accuracy, feedback 
amount, perceived comment quality, actual comment quality, and feedback content—
offering a unified perspective on the scattered and fragmented notions of peer reviewing 
quality (Ramachandran et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2023). Consolidating the disparate meas-
ures from the literature into dimensions serves many purposes. For example, when uni-
versity educators understand the intricacies of the reviewing process, they can provide 
clearer guidance and training to students, improving the quality of feedback provided. 
Similarly, understanding the dimensional structure can organize investigations of what 
dimensions are shaped by various kinds of supports/training, and which dimensions 
influence later learning outcomes, either for the reviewer or the reviewee.

Unlike previous studies that primarily explored relationships among reviewing qual-
ity dimensions at the comment level (Leijen, 2017; Misiejuk et al., 2021; Wu & Schunn, 
2021b), our work focuses on the reviewer level, as an approach to studying the behav-
ioral elements of peer feedback literacy, complementing the predominantly knowledge 
and attitudes focus of interview and survey studies on peer feedback literacy. This shift 
in level of analysis is important because reviewing quality measures at the comment 
level might exhibit weak or even negative relationships due to varied structures or inten-
tions. However, at the reviewer level, these measures may exhibit positive correlations, 
reflecting overarching strategies, motivations, or skills.

Our findings, as illustrated by the linear intercorrelation analysis, illuminate the 
interconnectedness of various factors shaping peer feedback literacy. The overarch-
ing theme emerging from the analysis is inherent multidimensionality, a facet of peer 
review literacy that has been previously highlighted in the literature (Winstone & 
Carless, 2020). The findings from the current study also suggest that peer feedback lit-
eracy can be organized into relative emphasis on expertise vs. effort and relative focus 
on review level vs. comment level aspects. It will be especially interesting to examine 
the ways in which training and motivational interventions will shape those different 
behavioral indicators.

It is important to note that survey-based measures of peer feedback literacy find that 
all of the dimensions identified within those studies were strongly correlated with one 
another (e.g., Dong et al., 2023) to the extent that the pragmatic and theoretical value 
of measuring them separately could be questioned. For example, feedback-related 
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knowledge and willingness to participate in peer feedback were correlated at r = 0.76, 
and all the specific indicators on those scales loaded at high levels on their factors. 
Within our framework, those factors could be framed as representing the expertise vs. 
effort ends of the literacy continuum, which our findings suggest should be much more 
distinguishable than r = 0.76. Indeed, we also found dimensional structure to peer feed-
back literacy, but the correlations among dimensions are quite low, and even the corre-
lations among different measures within a dimension were modest. If survey measures 
are going to be used in future studies on peer feedback literacy, it will be important to 
understand how well they align with students’ actual behaviors. Further, it may be neces-
sary to extend what kinds of behaviors are represented on those surveys.

Our findings also suggest a strong separation of ratings accuracy from the impact 
that comments will have on their recipients. While there is some relationship among 
the two, particularly when focusing on expert evaluations of ratings accuracy and 
expert judgments of the improvement that comments will produce, the r = 0.26 cor-
relation is quite modest. Both constructs represent a kind of expertise in the reviewer. 
But ratings accuracy represents attending to and successfully diagnosing all the rela-
tive strengths and weaknesses in a submission (i.e., having a review level competence), 
whereas improvements offered in comments can involve more focus on particular 
problems, not requiring a reviewer to be broadly proficient (i.e., having a comment 
level competence). In addition, especially useful comments require not only diagnos-
ing a major problem but also offering strategies addressing that problem.

Our findings also help to situate specific measures of feedback quality that have 
drawn increasing attention given their pragmatic value in data collection and data 
analysis: comment helpfulness ratings and %long comments. On the one hand, they 
are central measures of the larger landscape of peer feedback quality. On the other 
hand, the only represent one dimension of peer feedback literacy: the initial impact of 
the comments being produced. Adding in rating accuracy measures like peer agree-
ment or peer consistency and amount measures likes # of reviews and # of comments, 
would provide a broader measurement of peer feedback literacy while still involv-
ing easy to collect and analyze measures. To capture the ultimate impact dimension, 
studies would need to invest in the laborious task of hand coding comments (which is 
still much less laborious than hand coding implementation or expensive than expert 
coding of improvement) or perhaps turn to innovations in NLP and generative AI to 
automatically code large numbers of comments.

Limitations and future directions

We note two key limitations to our current study. First, the exclusion of the feedback 
content dimension potentially left out a critical element of the peer reviewing process, 
which future research should aim to incorporate, possibly being implemented with 
larger datasets like the current study through automated techniques like Natural Lan-
guage Processing (Ramachandran et al., 2017). Such technological advances could reveal 
hidden patterns and correlations with the feedback content, potentially leading to a 
more comprehensive understanding of peer reviewing quality.
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Furthermore, the geographical and contextual constraints of our study—specifically to 
an introductory university writing course in the US using one online peer feedback sys-
tem—may limit the generalizability of our findings. Past meta-analyses and meta-regres-
sions suggest minimal impact of discipline, class size, or system setup on the validity of 
peer review ratings or the derived learning benefits (Li et al., 2016; Sanchez et al., 2017; 
Yu & Schunn, 2023). However, it is important to replicate these novel findings of this 
study across various contexts.

Conclusion

Our investigation sought to investigate the dimensionality of peer feedback literacy, a 
common concern in ongoing research in this domain. In previous studies, the dimen-
sionality of peer feedback literacy has been largely shaped by data from interviews and 
surveys (e.g., Dong et al., 2023; Zhan, 2022). These approaches offered valuable insights 
into domains of learners’ knowledge and attitudes towards peer feedback (e.g., will-
ingness to participate in peer feedback is separable from appreciation of its value or 
knowledge of how to participate). But such studies provided little insight into the ways 
in which the produced feedback varied in quality, which can be taken as the behavioral 
dimensions of peer feedback literacy (Gielen et al., 2010). It is important to note that 
knowledge and attitudes do not always lead to effective action (Becheikh et al., 2010; 
Huberman, 1990). Further, the actual quality of feedback generated by students is cru-
cial for their learning through the process (Lu et al., 2023; Topping, 2023; Zheng et al., 
2020; Zong et al., 2021a, b). In the current study, we have clarified the dimensionality 
of the behavioral dimension, highlighting motivational vs. expertise elements at review 
and comment levels. These findings can become the new foundations of empirical 
investigations and theoretical development into the causes and consequences of peer 
feedback literacy.

The current findings offer actionable recommendations for practitioners (e.g., instruc-
tors, teaching assistants, instructional designers, online tool designers) for enhancing 
peer review processes. First, our findings identify four major areas in which practition-
ers need to scaffold peer reviewing quality: rating accuracy, the volume of feedback, the 
initial impact of comments, and the ultimate impact of comments. Different approaches 
are likely required to address these major areas given their relative emphasis on effort vs. 
expertise. For example, motivational scaffolds and considerations (e.g., workload) may 
be needed for improving volume of feedback, back-evaluations steps for improvement 
of initial impact, training on rubric dimensions for improvement of rating accuracy, 
and training on effective feedback structure for improvement of ultimate impact. Sec-
ondly, when resources are very constrained such that assessing the more labor-inten-
sive dimensions of feedback quality is not possible, the multidimensional scale results 
suggest that length of comments and helpfulness ratings can be taken as an efficiently 
assessed proxy for overall feedback quality involving a mixture of effort and expertise at 
the review and comment levels.
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Appendix

Fig. 3 The sample size for each pairwise correlation
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Fig. 4 Scree plot for MDS

Table 3 Example prior studies examining each reviewing quality dimension at each grainsize

Quality 
Dimension

Comment/Rating Review Document Reviewer

Reviewing pro-
cess

– Xiong & Schunn, 
2021

– Piech et al., 2013

Rating accuracy – Xiong & Schunn, 
2021

Tong et al., 2023 Patchan et al., 2018; 
Zhang et al., 2020

Amount – – Wu & Schunn, 
2021a; Zong et al., 
2021a

Tan & Chen, 2022

Perceived com-
ment quality

Rietsche et al., 2022; 
Xiong & Litman, 2011

– Yu & Schunn, 2023; 
Zong et al., 2021a

Jin et al., 2022; 
Noroozi et al., 2022

Actual comment 
quality

Leijen, 2017; Misiejuk 
& Wasson, 2021

– Lu et al., 2021, 2023 Noroozi et al., 2022

Feedback content Patchan et al., 2018; Wu 
& Schunn, 2020a, b

Ramachandran 
et al., 2017

Gao et al., 2019; 
Leijen, 2017

Gielen et al., 2010
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Table 4 Descriptive information for all measures

Measures N Min, Max Mean SD Skewness

Not speeded 464 0, 100 96 16 -4.96

Expert agreement 454 21, 39.2 33.6 2.8 -1.1

Peer agreement 823 21, 39.8 36.5 1.7 -1.9

Expert consistency 450 -0.87, 0.90 .35 .32 -0.8

Peer consistency 823 -0.23, 0.99 .69 .18 -1.3

#Reviews 840 1, 6 3.8 0.7 -2.5

#Comments 840 1, 59 24.9 7.7 0.4

%Long comments 840 0%, 100% 33% 32% 0.7

Helpfulness 821 1.0, 5.0 4.0 0.7 -1.0

Priority 411 0.0, 3.0 0.74 0.6 0.9

%Implementable 739 0%, 100% 52% 25% 0.0

%Implemented 733 0%, 88% 21% 16% 0.9

Improvement 286 0.00, 1.04 0.25 0.17 1.1

%Solutions 682 0%, 61% 5% 8% 3.0

%Suggestions 682 0%, 100% 25% 20% 1.0

%Identifications 682 0%, 96% 29% 21% 0.8

%Explanations 738 0%, 88% 20% 18% 0.9

#Features 682 0, 2.84 0.80 0.55 1.7
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